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N. Introductory Statement

t

The Center's mission is to improve teaching in Americas} schools.
Too many teachers still employ a didactic style aimed at filling pas-
sive students with facts. Thd teacher's environment of ten 'preyents '

him from 'changing his style, and may indeed drive him out of the 'pro-
fession. And the children of the poor typically suffer from the worst
teaching.

The Center uses the resources of the behavioral sciences in pur-
suing its objectives. Drawing primarily upon psychology and sociology,
but also upon other behlvioral science disciplines, the Center has'
'formulated Programs.of research,\development, demonstration, and dis-
semination in three areas. Program 1, Teaching Effectiveness, is now
developing a Model Teacher Training System that can be used to train .

both' beginning -and 'experienced teachers in effective, teaching skills.
Program 2, The Environment for Teaching, is developing niodelt of school
organization- and ways of evaluating teachers that will -encourage teachers
to become more professional and more committed. Program' 3,. Teaching
Students from Loii-Income Areas, is 'development materials and procures
for motivatingboth students and teachers in low-incOme schools.

a.
.

The, research reported here was conducted in association with the
studies of evaluation and authority within the Environment for Teaching
program. ,
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4 Abstract

This paper reports an investigation of the evaluation of teaching
and research. at Stanford-University in the School Of HU:inanities and
Science's. All the data were collected in 1968 from inter'iews of a

-sample of 100 faculty, stratified rank. '

It was found that in this professional bureaucracy, pydfessional
.

colleagues had far more influencton organizational rewards and penak
ties than did administrative superiors. Evaluations of researc11-7-by 7

all evaluators combined- -had far more influence than did evaluations
of teaching. Since the faculty expended considerable effort on teaching,
many wanteda better balance beWeen effort and reward. For teaching;
students were influentiak evaluators, since teaching performances were
most visible to them. Information volunteered by the facultyindicated
that they were divided -about the quality of student evaluations. For'.
research, colleagues inother institutions wereinflnential evaluators,
since the visibility.of,published research made the boundaries of the
University permeable. .Youngerfaculty,- more mobile, ,emphasized'-research
more than older faculty did. Overallr, for' both teaching and research, 9

departmen't colleagues, including department heads, were the most infiuen-
tial evaluators.

FacuItY mlmbers' satisfaction with the evalnation\process was posi-
tively associatetliyith the perceived dependence of their-discipline on
theory: Greater dependence on theory in .t.discipline was associated
with more perceived agreement among evaluators; and more agreement among
evaluators was'positively related, to satisfaction-with the evaluation
system. This finding appears to be the basiafor.the.professional em-
phasis.on collegial evaluations, that ifs, evaluations based on a shared
body of knowledge.

The'study repotted here provides the baseline for a current study hf
' the effectl-of attempts made since 1968 to increase the'weight given to...

teaching 'at Sta=fford.

4.

4.
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THE EVALUATION OF UNIVERSITY TEACHERS: AN APPLICATION

°
OF A :THEORY OF EVALUATION AND AUTHORITY

Robert R. Andj_Sanford, M. Dornbusch, and'W. Richard Scott

A theory of evaluation and authority first put forth in 1967 seeks

- siaexplan the stability and effectiveness of_ authority systems in or-
.

'ganizationp.
1,

Since then we have applied the theory toRoman Catholic

priests, interns' and residents in hospitals, teacheig in public' schools"

and alternative (free) schools, varsity football players, a physics re-_ .

, search group,"an'electrdnics assembly line, the'staff of

{

\ paper, and workers in d.factory and a hospital in Nigeria
1 .

. .

' Ical studies tested

a student news-,

. These empIri-

of.theethe ry and led to its reformulation.

'This paper attempts to show how some aspects of the theory apply to the

2

process by which r university faculty is evaluated.3 Our ,empirical fipd-

ings also have implications fo'r direct4ng ohange in a university.

Every organization is a'power structute oriented toward controlling
-: 1' 4
and'coordinating activities. The, strugre may be hierarchical, with

,.. .

control exercised by bul.eaucratic superiors, or collegial,, with control

exercised by fellow professionals of approximately.equal rank. Our .

studies found%considerable variation in control structures; even among qfl

professional bureaucracies: For Roman Catholic priests, the hierarchy
sl

3
Robert R. Hind,is-Director,. Western Region, of the Academy for Educa-

tional Development, PalOrAlto, Sanford M. Dornbusch is Professor of
Socioligy at Stanford and a Rese rch and Developient Associate of the-Cen-
ter. W. Richard Scott is Chairma, of the Department of SoCiology at Stan- a

ford and a Research and Development Associate of the Center.

1
W. Richard Scotti Sanford M. Dornbusch; Bruce C. Busching, and James

D. Laing, "Organizational Evaluation and Authority,"
Science Quarterly, Vol. 12 (June 1967), 93-117:

2Sanford*M. Dornbusch, and. W. Richard Scott; Evaluation and Authority

(New York:. McGraw-Hill, forthcoming).

-

.
3Robert R. Hind,'"Evaluation and Authority in a University,Faculty"

(unpublished Ph.D. dissartation,.Stanford University, 1468).
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assumes more importance as.priests gef older. Among public school teach-
.

'ers, hierarchical controls are weak and collegial controls are almost

'- nonexistent. This paper ?resents evidence that at Stanford University--

a professional bureaudracr---coilegial:Control is much stronger than
. -

Bureaucratic control.

4

.

Research Procedures
.A

-Abe Sample
nr

In 1968 we interviewed a random sample (stratified by rank)"of 100

faculty in the School of Humanities andSciences at'Stanford University.

A school of this sort, often called the college of.arts,and sciences, is

the core of most major American universities. The fields represented by

these faculty tembeis.were similar to those in the traditional liberal
. .

arm college Since our data were gathered, attempts have been made at

Stanford to 'n6rease the emphasis on teaching in the-eva ation process.
4

Thus, the results given in this paper may not depict the situation

at Stanford. .

In .AY case, this paper is not meant to be descriptive, We hope our

results are abstract enough to be applicable to a wide variety of academic

institutions.. Our propositions and hypotheses are intended to be gene71-

alizable. Therefore, if is appropriate to state here some of Stanford's

characteristics so that the skeptical reader can have a basis for limiting

the applicability of our findings.

tanfO'rd University is an independent, nondenominational university

in northern California subutb. It has 12,000 students, about half under:-

graduate and half graduate students. Admission is, highly competitive.

About half ofthe 1,000 feolar faculty are in the School of Humanities.

and Sciences from Which we drew our sample; the,rest are in/six graduate

and professional schools. These figures sere very nearly the same in 1968.,

±4
' .

A follow-up study of their relative success is under way.

r

.60



Stanford was recognized as a good regional university from its found-
-.

ing in.1885, until the late 1940's. An aggressive central administration

'then combined government research grants, gifts from private donors,. and .

active recruitment of faculq to construct one .of the nation's leading

universities, withs.a strong research and graduate training program. 4As

a result of this recruitment and expansion, most of the fadulty in our

sample had been at Stanford less than ip years, although a sizabl

ity, 15 percent of our, sample, had been at Stanford over 20 years. Younger

menselecfed priMakily :for their research dominated the radulty. The or-
.

ganization of the faculty.was, and still is; strongly departdental, with

leach department controlling its own instructional program. The central.

administrations of the University and of the

Sciences exercised their authority piimarily

resources to the departments.

School of Humanities and

through the elltocation of

An analysis of the educational process at Stanford helps to i4ustra

the decentralization of power at research-Oriented universities, the per-
,

meability of universities--social systems whose sets of influential eve-
.

luators may be far beyond the individual camPus.--ind, 'the difficulties of

redressipg the imbalance between the emphasis on research and-the emphasis

on teaching: Clearly, Stanford is close to one atreme of university°

organization, in the United StateS, yet it is repres ntative of some major

institutions. It can be used as a baseline for comp risonyith studies

of other universities, colleges, and-junior college

9 The Interview

5 -

ti

Each professor in the sample was asked a series of questionseaboOt

the influence,of the evaluation of foul' tasks in determining university

rewards, and the identity and influence of'valiouq 'evaluators. Singe Stan-

ford has an annual review of all salaries, with-no fixed scale for any rank,
7 1

faculty members readilyrecognized that evaluations directly and ingtectly

affected the reward system. By contrast, the public elementary and/

5
Charles E. Bidwell, "The School as a Formal Organiz'etion' in James

G.:March, ed., Handbook of Organizations (Chicago: Rand' McNal,y,
1965); Burton R. clerk, The Open Door College (New York: McG aw-Hill;'

. 1960),; Talcott ParsOns and Gerald M. Platt, "The American Ac demic Pro-
fession" (multilithed, 1968).

a
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secondary school teachers whom we gtudied had difficulty conceiving o
,

ada system of rewards that h minimal variability and that depended on

infrequent gildations basecton non - communicated criteria. Faculty mem-

bers at. StanfOrd knew thatithey'wereheing.eva/utted and that evaluations.

mattered.

The questions were designed to. elicit informatio\about the individual

expwiences arid "perceptions'of respondent's, not what they thought about
. - r

institutional proteases genera) The list,of questions 'was repeated
4 .

.
for each of the principal tasks to which respondents attaclied-inportance.

Where strong diPparitie& or dissatisfactions were :noted, we probed, for

further?details, noting these alpng with volunteeredcomme

All interviews were-condrted'by the senior author fthis paper,
./

who was then Staff Director ok\the Study of yucatiOn,at Stanford -.

:research reported here was, part of a program'of self-Study. Only five

,faculty members, foilr full professors and one associate professo5; chose

not Ito partid.pate in the study, sand they weivraplaced by alternates

also. selected randomly. The.noncoopelating professors were not so'humer-0

ous as to distort our results. )The 34 full professors,T3 associate

professors, and,33 assistant professors were representative oftheir

clanks In the faculty of-Humanities and Sciences.
. x-

Because the interviewer held an administratilie positioh *h,the Uni-
.

?versity, assurances'of complete anonymity and confidentiality were con-
,

veyed in the letter inviting participation and in the oral introductpfi

to the interview. We be :eve that these assurances were accepted,-and

our impression is supported by the large number of responses that CTiti-

cized adn4ixtrators and administrative procedure:

9

s e

Y.
ApplYing the Theory,

The University ap a Professional Buteaucracy

4.
In our theory, Qrganizations are,define& as power structures in which

Some participants are given differential influence, over organizational

rewards and penalties in order to control other participants. We believe
t

that evaluationS are necessary, but not sufficient,. fore the control

ra
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of behavior. It distinguish between thXsubjectLe importance of an
,..,_

evaluator or evaluation. and the-influence of the evaluator on organize-
.

i ,g..-

tional rewardd and-penalties. '

e)
-- . .

.
.

If phrticipants care about organizational rewards,and penalties,
, .

then evaluators who_have more influence.over their distribution will .1.)e

- more important to participants than ill evaluatprs whe have less in- - di 4.

fluence ,Similarly, evaluations that-.havemore influence over the dis-
.

__Itribution of organizational reward's and penalties 'will be more 'important.

sto participants than will those that have less. Accordingly, tthe ex,
. , .

tent .that pgrticipafits Value organ zaeional ieWards, influential evalua-
. N

'tors an d valuations will be perce

evaluat Not important eval

yeti as, important by the people being

ators need be "influential, however..,

Our parenl.-S,,ourspouses, and our ormer teachers may be impbrtant to us

even though thy have no effect oil What happens to us within the.organi-
0

oation.
ik)

. Therefore, given our pieyious research.showing that influential

evaluators become important and that influential evaluations are deemed

important, we Concentrated in this study on the extent to which evalua-
.

' tors and evaluations influence the distribution of organizational rewards

and penalties. The bases for influence may be Varied and the means of

exerting influence may shift, but we are simply studying the end product:
. 4

the impact on the distribution of organizational rewards and penalties,

By this simplificaLon considerable detail is` lost, but comparability

across studies and.methoplogical simplicity are gained.

Data were collected n the evaluations offourifactilty tastcs:

ee'achipg, research (or scholarship), university service, and 'external
.1

service. The last two tasks 'were not seen by the professors as having

^1 Much Influence upon the distributiOn,of university Awards and penalties.

The evaluations 6f university service were perceived to be"very inqUential"

or "extremely influential" by only eight percent of the Sample,'and ex-
.

`'ternal service by'only three percent. When asked hoW much influence,

evaluations these two taski should havethe faculty showed no desire

to raise their influence. We can, therefore; sary conCentrate"oli the
1

evaluation of Only 0,70 tasks: teaching and research 4with research

inclUding what some faculty call scholhrship). These are the prinCipal

.5



- tasks of the Stanford faculty. Research was considered "very influential"'

or "extremely influential" in the reward' system by 78 percent of the -fac- 4Ty

u1V, teaching by 20 percent. The'great emphasis on research; of course,

provides a dbntext`for comparison with other institutions.

5..

Professionals are oriented toward contro /by standards.shared I)
71 *.. members -of tileir own- occupational group. hey attach greater importance

, * s
J 1'

to eValuatmTs by their profdss'onal colleag ed than to evaluations by non-
. .

professionals. Stanford'Univerlity is a professional bureaucracy, and its ,

, ...?

structur&of influence emphasize' collegial,evaluations. We h pothesird'
./ ,.

that professional colleagues would, be the most influential eval ors at '4 ,
..

Stanford-;-more influentialthan s periors,in,the administrative hierarchy. ......

Each professor was asked't,Aame 'those Tersons who, f6r each task,
1 .

. .,..

I
k .V made evaluations that might influence University rewards. Each professor

t

was shown the, following list from which to select influentilal evaluators.

,1. Students',
. , ,z

2. UpeprtMent head -* ,

.

5. Department colleagues . -.

4. Facility members in othAeTartments
. .

5. Members bf"'the genie tisCipline in: other institutions
,..

6. Persons having a say-in govetnment or foundation grants
7: Other outsiders (piease name),
8. . Dean of the f'chbol andlis staff

i

9. Appointment.and Promotion ComMittee 4 \

...
10: Other faculty committees (please name)

), 11. Provost and his.staff' ,
. ,12: President ...

13. Trustees

-. We then asked each professor how such each of his evaluators influenced
. .

the distribution of organizational rewards and penalties. Table 1 shows
)

-4-

the perceived influence of evaluators fbr thltwo principal tasks, wieh
)

f

(

some groupings of:iwaluators who ar..Ass frequently, considered influen-'
.

.
. .

tial. Table 1 combines two kinds of influence, the influence of evalua

tions of each task and the comparativeiinflue4e.of'groups of evaluators.,
. . .

We have already noted*that.evaluations of resea\ rch are fat more likely
1 .

\
,

.'to be "very,influential",or "extremelrinfluential" than are evaluations

of, teaching. Therefore, no group of evaluators is likely to be high in

influence when they are evaluating the task of t4ching. If we combine
* "

the percentages labelled as "slightly infuential,' "not at allinfluentlal,"
o

4

4
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N.

N

1.

Perceived Influence of Evaluators
(N = 100)

-7= :

TABT.E, 1

--xtremely Very - - Moderately Slightly NottAli Not
nfluent;a1 Influentialinfluential Influential

\Influential Name

Teacigng e

".'

:.'

.

1,-Students
67'

13% 17%

1 2. 2. Departmentfhead 17', 18

3` Dept, colleague- 4 15 27

4: Other faculty. 0 .. 1 .4
4

5-7. Outsiders . 0 4 4

8.,bean and staff ..'3 7 1 2
,

9. A: & P. Committee 2 1 0
1 .

10.
1

Other committees ,

11-13. ProZrosMand above 1
u.
' 2 , 1

22% 5%
.

;

w.1

5 - . 4

r, 8

11 .1 -
1

6
3.

9 2

.3 0

1 0

§Y ,

78
.

94

100

95
wo

Research or
Scholarship

. 1.' Students' .ii. . 0% 1%

%la. Department 'head 34 27 5'

0
28 12

2 9

3. Dept. colle#gues )43
4: Other faculty . O,

5. Colle gues at other 15 25 22'
inst tuti,ons

6. Grant makers 1 ,:4

7., Other outsiders 3
---

8. Doman and staff'
r

%9- A. & P..Committee 7
(

)20. Other committees.'

11. Provost and staff . 1 .

12-13. President, Trustees 1 0

I

U 2% 94% ."

2
\

..

2.. '30

5 . 3 18 ..

6. 2 81

6 .2 30
.. .

4 3 i 8 0 80

2' 1 2 1 91

15 . 7 5 1 65.

4
..

1 4, rr1 83`
-

100
.

.

5 6 . 1 1 A6

2 -1 2 -,- 1 95
---1,./

6,
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or "not named" at all, we_have the extent to which each group of evalua-,

.tors was considered low in influence. For teaching as a task, the

ajmority of the-facuAconSidered every .evaluator low in influence. For
/

, .

"Tesearch on,* other hand, there were-three groups of evaluators who

/were not lconsidered loW in influence 1)Y:the faculty. Therefore, when

we consider the perceived iniluenceof evaluators, we are looking 'pay
-

eT the relative influence of evaluators of:.eaqh valuators. of

reearch, in genetal, hbve,more influence; yet we-cal0.0arn much from
--44.

/comparing groups of evaluators with respect to the influence of their

evaluations of teaching

The /late support the hypothesis that professional Cnlleagues.are

more influent-14f than administrative superiors. Tabled shows that many

more professors name their deparTmelq.colleagues'as infidential evaluators

than Name any adminigttator in the School or:HniversitYV,Administkators

Other than the-department head are not only named less often,:but they

are also perceived as lower itrinfluenceharideparimen1 tolledides. For

example, onlytn percent of the facultrsaW the Dean' and his' staff as
.

ieflughtla . or 11 -extremely influentiarvaluators or the task of

t6hChing,and oniy,22 Percent saw the Dean arid his Staffs 'Neu in-

gektremely-influential" in the evaluation of 'research.

The.department heads, department colleagues, and students were all per-

Aived as having more iAfluence=than theDean for the task of teach]
t

!

yor'research, the department'iheads, department colleagues, and colleagues.
:4

at other institutions weft- all\rated higher in influence by the faculty

than was the Dean. This lower influence of administrators is Probably

related to the combination of two perceptions: that administrators do4

not know whatthe appropriate evaludiDe,criteria are'r and that faculty

performances are not visible to them.

Table 1 also shows.:that the department head>,whoiis both colleague

and administrative superior, has a critical role: His professional

credentials serve to render his evaluations acceptabl to hi:';&-iileagues,"

,while-his bureaucratic office requires him to gather ceitain-kirids of.

linft:trmation about the work of his colleagues, attempt to exercise certain

', kinds 4 controls over them, and help to decide how rewards and penalties
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I,

.

are
.

tobe.allocated among them.
--
It is the creation ofspecial roles such

as department head that leads us to conclude with Etzioni that "a large
1 ,

amount of control over professional, performances has been transferred

from the professional community to the professional organization." 6
,. .

,Since the faculty's-emphasis-'on evaluations by professional Colleagues
.

is central ta this paper, we,examined the responses of faculty in the.
7

different ranks to see ilf,,filere was any major variation in the percep-

tions of assistant professors, associate professors, and full-professors.:::
I . / . K.'.

-- Assistant professors,are rewarded by tenure, 'Promotion, and salary in-
,

.3/41,

creased; associate Professorssare given promotions'and salary increases;

and full professord receive only salary increases. These difference indifferences-

'available sanctions had no impact on our findings. The pattern ,ofinfluence

among evaluators wa'aidentical for the three ranks. For each rank, de-
.

partment heads, -department colleagues,-and students Were all perceived
- --- -

aa,gore influential'thaft-the Dean for 'the evaluation of both teaching and

research.' So,-despite the differences in rewards and penalties, faculty

* members in each rank .agreed on the relatively low influence of even the.
A . .

.1414%.

..gost influential administrator. . ,

-.
. .

z -
_

Visibility and Permeabilitz

.

Our theory states that evaluations based on greater visibility of

4.

performances, and outcomes are more likely to!,be considered soundly based

1)3-the participant; Inladdition, participants will want evaluations to

:be soundly based so, that their_ performances can affect the ev ua ions.

We defined visibility as the frequency of,proportion of perf aUcea

observed or outcomes reviewed by an evaluator
/
. This gave us four measures

of visibility-in our 'studies- -of nurses and public-school -teachers .
7-

Each

me4sufe of visibility,of-work to an evaluator produced.equiva-

lent results.. Aing &ses and teachers, each measure of visibility was

6

'AmitalEtzioni, A Comparative Analysis of Complex Organizations,
(New York: Free Press .of Glencoe, 1961), p. 259.

Gwen Marram, Sanford M. Dornbusch, and W. Richard .Scott, "The
Professionalism of Elementary School Teachers, Teaming, and the
Visibility of Teaching" (tentative title; article submitted for
publication).
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-strongly correlated with the perceivedsoundness.of evaluations. The

evalual:qrs to whom' work was more visible were considered to have more

soundly based evaluations, and their evaluations were considered more

importaht by the nurses and teachers. The only evaluators who were

high in influence and loder in importance than would be expected were

school superintendents and directors of nhrsing, to whom the work was .

not visible.

We did not directly. collect data on visibility from the Stanford

faculty, but the impact of visibility is clear. Since Stanford.is a

_professional buieaucracy with the current evaluative structure close to

--the preferences of the faculty, visibility affects the current system

a.

of evaluation: Students, for example, were seen as.major evaluatort-Of

teaching. .Students weietheinost often named evaInatofi for teaching,

just behind the department head and tied withdepartment colleagues in

the reported influence of their evaluations. However, even this fell-,

tivelylarge perceptibn/of student influence in-thegvaluation of tea
- , -

actually underestimates student participatio.in the ekraluation process.

In a university, teaching is often visible only to students. Thereiore,

stude nts are the-primary source-upon which other evaluators base their

judgments of teaching. When they were asked the sources of information

used by department heads and department colleagues in the evaluation of

teaching, the faculty.repotted that students were the source of informa-

tion for .81 perdent of departtent heads and 93 pdicent.of the de-

partment colleagues.

Yet the high visibility of,teaching performances. to students con-
-

flicts with the'facultys emphasis on evalUations by professional colleagues.

Alth ough visibility increases the likelihood bf soupd evaluations by stu-

dents, their ignorance of professional standards reduces faith in their '

judgment. 'Faculty member4: were divided on the s4ject.of students.as

good evaluators of teaching. We asked na specific questions about-the

quality;of any of the evaluators, yet overhalf of our sample commented

on it with regard to students.' Twenty-eighi-percent volunteered comments

which indicated that studefits w evaluators of teachinp:?, while al-

most an identical number, 29.p rcent, said that students were poor or
P
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.unreliable evaluators-Of teaching. This finding is_ in sharp contrast to

that of a related study of nurses,and/teache'rs. AmOng.nurses and teachers,

. there is a very high correlation between the visibility of their pe rform-.

ance to an evaluator and the desired influence of that evaluator. But

the evaluators in these studies were professionally trained nurses, head
)

nurses, teachers, and principals.

We defined organization'al evaluatorS as thOse Persons who influence

the-digkibution of organizational rewards-and penalties. Organiiational

evaluators

tion. The

outsiders,

need not be within the traditional boundaiies.of the organize-

greater the ;jisibility of task performancescr otitcomes to

the more likely it is that the _boundaries of the organize-

tion will be permeable and that outside evaluators will influence the

distribution of organizational rewards and penalties. Research is visible

to colleagues at other institutions through the publication of results,

Nwieres teaching is- ot. ,Seventy ..'rcent of the'faculty named colleagues

at other institutions as organizational evaluators of research and 40 per-

cent
i
saw these distant colleagues as "very influential" or "'extremely

...
114

influential." .But since teaching is not highly visible to outsiders, i

the organization is less permeable with respect to the evaluation of

teaching. Only 15 percent of the faculty named.any outsiders_as organiza-

tional evaluators of their teaching, and just four percent saw them as

i

'.'very influential" or "extremely influential." If.the two sets of evalua-,
. ).

.

tans are 'combined,- we find that 19 perceyt offall evaluators named
I .

.

(for both research'and teaching) were located outside the organization '. 1
.

who_serwardsand penalties were being distributed. Yet these 19 percent N,

were actually, influencing tilt allocation of those sanctjons. The per-

meability of the Onivevlity reported for research is striking because we /

' are considering only influence on the distribution oeStanford's rewardsj

"not outside honors and awards. OutsiderV influencem be indirect, via

competing offers or reflected reputation within Stanford, butit neverthe7
.

less influences Stanford's rewa4d system.'
AH

Younger faculty wereTarticularly likely-to emphasize those taSkS--
.

research and scholarship - -that would be most visible to 'their colleagues

at other institutions. At Stanford, as at many colleges and universities,

1
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there had been much public discussion.about.the relative inattention to
.

teaching among the fadulty prior to our study. It was expected that

this shift in values would be reflected in more concern about teaching

among younger professors. On the contrary, younger faculty. tended to

be more mobile and to care more about participating in a national and

international job market. The visibility research to other insti-
.

tutions was so poweiful a force that the increased. emphasis on teaching .4
1'

was.nowhere evident for younger faculty, if it existed at all: We

examined our data,to see if this result was spurious. -However,. within

each rank, younger faculty emphasized research mor6than older factiltz.

Younger professors appear to be emphasizing the task for which, the or-

ganizationalboundaries are most permeable.

The/permeability of the university to outside evaluators is-alio

...illustrated by the influence of the awarders ofgrants in the evaluation

of reseaich. The influence ofl grant makers is. not very high, with only

eight per-Cent -of the faculty viewing them as "extremely.influential" or

"very influential" evaluators of research. Nevertheless, the perceived

influence of grant makers did vary with the amount of money received

by each'department. For departments whkh received less than $1,000
) .

per year per professorin grants, 92 percent assigned no influence to -

grant makers in the evaluation of research; and none saw them as "very"
4

or "extremely" Irifluen4a14., For departments receiving from,$1,000 to

$9,999'per" year per professor, 80 percent saw rant makers.as without

influence and only eight percent saw them as gh in influence, For

departtentS that received $114000 or more per year per professor in

research grant's, the-proportion seeing'grant makers al hot influential

declined to 69 percent, and the propdrAon seeing them as "very"

or "extremely" influential rose to 17 percent. Thus, /although the

propOrtion who perceived grant makers as-high in influence was never

large, the amount of funds received. by a department was directly related
i

to the perceived influence of grant makers in that derSartment. "
f 1.

1

4

. _

A

ir4
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Dependence UporCa Body of Theory

It was 'hypothesized that satisfaction with the evaluation process

would be related to perceived agreement amongevaluators; that is, if

evaluators are seen as agreeing,.the professor is less likely to be ills-\
satisfied wich their evaluations. To measure the extent of perceived

agreement we asked, , "How much.agreement"do you

ple in your; discipline in their evaluations of

colleaguesA Somewhat surprisingly, agreement

\perceived by t e faculty was approximately equal forthe tasks of re-

think there is among peo

(task) done by their*

among evaluato as

search and teaching. There were only minor variations among fields, ex-

cept.for the arts, which tended.to be low in.pefceiired agreement among

evaluators'forbonteaddrigandxesearch. There was also.a slight

tendency for faculty in the natural sciences, and. mathematics to per-

ceiye a higher level-Of agreement among evaluatdrs for research. than

for teaching.

An /analysis of the relationship between perceived agreement among

colleagues' evaluations of research atl satisfaction with evkgmations
.

by those colleagues reveals a gamma of,.59'betweert high agreement and

highsatisfacti.on. Eighty-three percent of those who perceived h gh eve-

, lnator agreement among colleagues were high in satidfaction with ev

tions, compared with 56 percent of those who,perceived low agreement

among their colleadues.

Our theory views satisfaction as partially the product of perceived
.

agreement evaluators, but clear* an interpretation emphasizing

cognitive consistency' would alsotfit the data. Such acoritive inter-

pretation would portray satisfiedbfacuIty as more likely to perdeive

agreemerit. Our theory specifies a direction from agreement among eve-
.

iluators to satisfaction among faculty, and the next set *of findings

indicates some basis for this view..

'Greenwood, among others, has noted that One of'the criteria for a

pro -ssion is its dependence on a body of theory.
8

We therefore hypothe-

sized hat, in a professional group, agreement among evaluators, would be
/

Ern st Greenwood, "Attributes of a Profession," Social Work, Vol. 2
(July 19.0), 44-55. .

4r)

1
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more likely when the discipline was petcei-Oed to be based upoma body of ,

- theory% he body of thcz I would provide a common set of standards for

evaluation.

To geta measureof dependence upon a body of theory, we asked,

"Some academic fields or disciplines are seen as strongly based on a

systematic body of theory which serves as the basis for research.bypo-\.

theses and dokinates teaching and scholarghip. Other fields are less 1\

reliant-6n a central bod of theory.- TO what extent does your own field

have a central body of theory to guide research, scholarship, and teach-
J

ing ?!' For the .774 respondents who answered both questions, We obtained

a gamia of .45 relating high derndence upon theorrand high perceived

agreement among the evaluators Of their research. -Sixty-four percent

of facultyNQo spw'their.discipline as "extremely depefident"por "very,

dependent" upott theory perceived high agreement among their el:Taluators.

Only 40 petcent of.4se who felt their discipline had a low dependence

upon theory perceived high agreement amoni their tvaluatbrs. Dependence -'
. .

upon th'eor is more prevalent in the
1matural and 'social 'sciences than in

-4. the humanities. none of the natural scientists 17 percent of the mathe-

matical scientists, and 29 percent of the social scientists, saw their .

field as "slightly dependent" or "ndt.at all dependent" upon theo'ry,

1 compared to 51"Dercent of the faculty in theh inanities: ,

.0 . .

From thisjfinding, we predicted that overa 1 Satisfaction wilp the

./, evaluation Would be positively related. o perceived dependence

upon theorywithin a discipline. Since manj'respondentegave.middle

responses, we trichotomized the responses accordingto dependence upon

theory. .We. foupd that overall fatisfactioll with evaluations for those

. prdflssors in disciplines perceived to behighlg dependent upon theory ""

.$60 was 60 percent; for those in disciplines with medium dependence4upon

theory it was 52 percent; and for those,in disciplines with low depen- 41

*dance upon theory it was 38 percent: These data support 'the.y.iew that
. .

satisfaction with the evaluation processis relatefl to perceived agree-
.

went among evaluators,,,,which.is in turn-related t ,perceived dependence
A ( ,, .

.

-upon a body of theory. This finding appears to be the basis for the

( tt.,

professional emphasis upon' collegial evaluations; that is, evaluations

based upon a shared body of knowledge. 'A
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Our studies of nurses and public school teachers provide supporting

evidence for the relationShip be.tween.a shared body of knowledge ,and

collegial control. leachers, who-overwhelmingly consider t$ersonality"

more import thari training in producing a good teachel% are reluctant
-topeemit evaluations by colleagues to be influential. Nurses, who con-

isider their training vital, are oriented to the ;;/1"1-u tions of other nurses.

Thus, it appeamothat a shared body of knowledge isa a r basis for the

. collegial control that is presumed venal for professionals.

Effort and the Evaluation Process
P

It ias already 'been arg

'tional rewards and pertalti

9

.

that if participants care about organiza7
P

then evaluations that. have more influence

over the distribution.of organizational rewards and penalties will be

more important topatticipants than will those evaltihtions that have less
4

influence. 'The data from our stud of universiiy faculty"partially support,,

and partially do not support, this proposition. The effect of-he organiza-

tion'srrewdtd structure upon faculty eff6rt is pOytly vitiated by the
,

.

,internalization of professional standafas, which re ain powerful. and 'in-

dependent'of the evaluation-reward system: The St for; faculty recognizedv ,

hat evaluations of researdh were far
.

more influential than evaluations

oA teaching. Seventy-eight percent-saw evaluations oKesearch as "very

inkuential" or "extremely' influential,'" compared to only 20 percent for ,

teaching. Yet most of the faculty report that ley spent morotime on
i

/''' the various Aqrais of teaching ,than on tese rch. This.nding appears tcti

defy the attempts of the evaluation system t trol
``they

allocation of .

. .

P . leffor. Thus, the discrepancy does produce strain' d%a desireitor better

balanL. 4 0,

t.
,

/".

F 40 percent of the faculty wanted to increase the amount of time

. devoted`ti research, compared to only 16 perc1t Who wanted to reduce their

rese4r cc -.rt. A substantial majority of the faculty wanted to continue
ft

with, of\iime currently devoted to teaching, with slightly more
---)ft

Marram, Dornbusch, and Scott, 22. cit.

-
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h,

above the median on time spenton graduate teachings ..
,

The same pattern was found for research. Thosl rwlio saw research as

highly influential in the evaluation and reward system /TAre e likely to
: 4 i

,be above A median in time spent cin,reseatch;'conipared to those who saw
if

S

)
, I

41
4 1

.
,

, .
willing tos.reduce their teaching time than wishing to increase it. These

4

desired shifts in allocation of time/would slightly increase time for re-

search and slightly reduce time for,'teaching, a preference that would, on

the average, produce a' somewhat better balance between effort and reward.
/

Second, the faculty waited to increasethe.influence of evaluations
.

of teaching. izifty-one.liercentOf. the professors felt teaehing should ,be

"very influential" or itextreragy influential," a marked increass. Yet

an e.sf higher proportion, 67percent, thought rdseaLb should be "very"

siNT "extremely" influential. ,Thus, although the percentage of faculty who

felt that teaching should be highly influential is more than double the

1
number who'now see it as high in-influence, the'decline in the ilesAred

influence of researchis not so,greatsas to make teaching and research,

equal in influence. The faculty viewed research as the inostfluential

task and believed .that" it should 'continue to be so. The desire for bal4C`,

Tice is dndicated, hOwever, by i e strong desire to increase the influence

of evaluations of teachiA. Fity-.-theee percent of the faculty wanted to

increase t e inflUence.of teaching upon rewards, and only two percent- el

wanted td decrease it. Faculty Members were geeking o balance their

expend itures'gf effort with, the influence Of their t sks upon rewards.

Teaching seems to,have been internalized as.pait of .a processional

conception of an appropriate professional role. Despite this feeling of

professional reslionSibilityAr taiching, thereswas, as predicted,

tendency among faculty membersto spend more time.on tho e. activities

whicb were believed.to.benefit them most. Among those o saw teaching

as "moderately" -"very," or "extremely" influential65 percent were above

the median on time spent teaching undergraduates and 77 percent were above
.

,
the 'median on time spent on graduate teaching. For those who saw teaching

as "slightly influential" or "not at all influential," only 43 percent

were above the median'on time spent on undergraduate teaching and 47 percent

aL

V.
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.

research as less infldentia4 the 'respective proportions are 63 percent
. . . 4

and 40 percent. ynice again, there appears to be an interaction between
\

'professional responsibility, internalized standards for effort, and a
.

tendencyfoi- faculty to be'guided by their perception of relative reward.
-.

Implications ,for Changing the Evaluation System',

We have argued that the University is a professional bureaucracy

whose evaluation process is doMlnated by Professional colleagues. How;

then, could thellniversity- have an, evaluation system' that differed mark-

edly
I A..

'from the the desired 14. its faculty? .0ne might assume that the

facu 'Ity and the central administration were in opposition. with respect

r /
:

to producing a more balanced evaluation process, but that hiaply.was not
.

true. The public statements and private efforts of the administrators of

Stanford we're, and ate, directed toward lincreasing the influence of

evaluations of teaching. Thus, it appears that everyone wanted change,

' but waited, for some other agent to bring it about.

The Visibility of research in a national and international market
t

/ and the lack of visibility of teaching to personvoutside the universiry

were,probablytMajor factors in preserving the exisj.ing reward system,

Since Stanford faculty will continue to participa e in a broader social
4

system 'than the University, and, since the University's boundaries for
.

the eloitiati6n of research are permeable, the faculty and the administra-

tion must take tile realities into 'account:in any future attempfts at

Change. ,.But faculty dissatisfaction with the relative detemphasis of

teaching-ML.tb.4.-elialuation system provided an opportunity to redress the
,

imbalancebetween effort and regard.
.

Even if the
t
administration of the University presses for change, the

changeitself must be carriediout by the fabulty---Ehe faculty has the

power to bring abki*t a change or thwart it. The evalUation-reward process

appears to bp t primary means by whichcleadership gr4ips in the admini-

stration and the faculty can initiate change when the change is in.a

direction approveby a majority of the faculty. If faculty effbri on

qny task is desirable, that task should receive appropriate emphasis in

the evaluation-reward system.

O
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, .r Under the.auspices of the Dean of Undergraduate Studies, a new of-
,

. . 4
ficial charged with improvirig some-aspects of faculty teaching, we will

4 I .

. a
survey the Stanford faculty to examine the effecy,of recent attempts to

change the evaluation,system,by, increasing the weight, given to teaching.

The study reported here provides the baseline for the measurement of
. ,

%.change.
.i,
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